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Your success in studying in English will depend on your ability to ……………….., speak, read, and

write.

understand    decide    learn  use

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Motivation can come from inside of you or from outside of you. In the first case, it comes from

your ………….. and expectations.

hopes      personal     individual   degrees

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To gain from your studies you should set a goal and ……………….. all your efforts towards reaching

it.

determine   direct      think motivate

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

For many students course grades are an immediate, short-range motivation for ………………. .

source goals  examinations study

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Good study habits are important because they help you get ………………. done in …………….. time.

more \ less  less \ more  careful \ useful useful \ careful

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To maintain interest and concentration, study …………….. and do not be afraid to ask questions or

seek help for anything which you do not understand.

hardly    excitedly   regularly    fortunately

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A/An ……………. such as a sudden noise or someone takes your attention away from what you are

doing.

direction distraction concentration interruption 

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One of the wisest but most difficult rules of studying is to set a definite ………………. and then follow

it.

occasion schedule   campus    privacy

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

During short, regularly spaced periods of review, you can ………………. your memory and bring

yourself up to date.

relate    refresh   isolate arrange

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Like all tools, dictionary as a reference book is valuable if it is used correctly and …………….. .

recently   efficiently    equally   conveniently

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Because new words come into the language and old meanings frequently change, it is important

to use only a dictionary that has been recently published or……………… .

revised     abridged   unabridged  divided

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A dictionary includes the history of each word, indicating its origin and development called word

……………. through different languages before it became an English word.

usage   division  derivation  location

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Words with several different meanings are sometimes ……………….. in sentences or phrases.

numbered      illustrated traced regarded

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Learning the use and meaning of words in English can be made easier, and even enjoyable, if you

understand something about one way in which many English words are ……………… .

fixed measured     formed listed

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

That man is paid a high salary to amuse people. His audience is always …………… by his …………….

jokes.

amusing \ amused  amused \ amusing  

convinced \ convincing    boring \ bored

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Using what you know of word stems and word formation, you can make a/an …………….. guess at

the meaning of a new word.

impossible possible    intelligent  sufficient

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If a writer has used an outline to help him organize his writing clearly, his reader should be able to

analyze its organization clearly by ………………. it.

outlining    classifying   grouping  illustrating

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

………………… writing is the kind of writing in which you show facts or ideas by presenting,

explaining, or interpreting them in some clearly, effectively organized way.

Scientific  Expository Detailed   Supporting

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Slow reading may result from ……………, the number of times your eyes have to go back to a word

or phrase that they did not accurately the first time.

peripheral vision modification   

regression  adequate comprehension

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Where the topic sentence is placed depends up on the kind of ……………….. the writer chooses to

develop his/her paragraph.

induction     pattern analysis        deduction

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The purpose of paragraphs of ………………. is to clarity the meaning of something and because of its

nature it may involve analysis, comparison, description, or perhaps even an analogy.

definition   analysis   process description

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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……………… are useful clues that will help you read more rapidly.

Connectives       Treasures References  Additives

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When you get a book for the first time you should ……………. through it to see what is included and

how it is organized.

skim    index    visualize  publish

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Ibid, an abbreviation in footnotes, is a Latin term that means ………………….. . It is italicized and

refers to the immediately preceding footnote reference.

in the work cited  in the same place

placed after the title    in a different place

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The value of making notes is their use when the time comes to …………… the material and relate it

all together.

revise review  arrange experiment

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As far as rapid writing is concerned, regular note-taking practice should stimulate the use of some

sort of ……………… system.

key word    cue word   abbreviation  essential

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……………… are alphabetical lists of books and articles dealing with specific subjects or general

areas of study.

Footnotes   Bibliographies  Encyclopedias Yearbooks

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The students should use an exam as an incentive to study regularly and as a reason to

……………….. .

review understand recognize attend

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In a/an …………….. exam the students are limited to select the right answer from a group of

possible answers.

objective   subjective   standard    essay-type

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teachers should use the results of an exam as a/an ………….. of how much the students

understand and where they need extra effort.

incentive    measure   tension   format

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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